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Vouchercube Software GmbH is a Vienna-based start-up founded in 2016. Its executives combine 

30 years of e-commerce / CRM know-how in tourism, ticketing and entertainment industries. 

Vouchercube is implementing the next big step in the future of cashless payments in e-commerce 

with a new technology: its unique software handles vouchers, loyalty systems as well as cashless 

solutions in its own high-security barcode system and still integrates seamlessly into any existing 

customer’s digital setup. We are looking for a 

 

Senior Frontend Developer - TypeScript & JavaScript (m/f) 

(halftime/fulltime in Vienna) 

 

The core product of VoucherCube is a set of embeddable JavaScript widgets. These widgets are 

built with Angular 2 and TypeScript. For our backend administration tools we use Angular1, gulp and 

JQuery. You will improve existing widgets as well as developing new ones, working closely with our 

UX Team and our backend team. The focus lies of course on the technical side but also on the 

improvement of conversion and usability. Furthermore, you will have the opportunity to take over 

responsibility from project conception till final deployment. 

 

 

You will ... 

 be an important part of the setup and responsible for the coordination of our UX Team 

 analyse user metrics, propose and implement improvements 

 work with modern tools and explore new technologies 

 improve our existing widgets (shop widget, drag and drop voucher generator, event 

room plan) 

 create new embeddable web widgets 

 create dashboards and input masks for our administration tool 
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You have ... 

 

 worked with various languages such as JavaScript, JSON, TypeScript, and HTML5? 

 good knowledge of tools and libraries like jQuery, AngularJS (2), Bootstrap 

 interest in new technologies and tools 

 a degree in computer science or relevant job experience 

 

We offer ... 

 

 interesting and challenging tasks involving modern technologies in a young and 

dynamic team 

 the opportunity to Setup and lead the frontend and UX Department  

 flexible work options 

 a good work / life balance 

 social benefits 

 

 

Interested? We are looking forward to your application! 

 

Please send your application including CV to Georg Sattler, CTO (georg.sattler@vouchercube.com). 

Only direct applications will be considered. Offers of employment agencies / recruiters will not be 

answered.  

 

For this position we offer, depending on experience and qualifications a gross monthly salary of 

3000.00 EUR, based on a full-time employment with readiness of overpayment, depending on 

qualification and/or experience. 
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